**BOOKS RECEIVED**


This volume contains a comprehensive review of the body of law which has developed under SEC Rule 10b-5, as well as a well-reasoned analysis of the areas that rule will likely affect in the future.


Stemming from a series of national seminars conducted after the Supreme Court's *Mirando v. Arizona* decision, this collection of essays by seventeen distinguished contributors deals with the practical effects of the decision and discusses the substantive areas which remain unsettled in its wake.


The publication is designed to enable the unintiated general practitioner who is called on to defend a criminal case to refer at each step of that defense to the practical suggestions it contains in order to responsibly defend his client.


This volume collects reprinted articles dealing with the practical problems and proposed solutions involved in the representation of children in divorce, neglect and delinquency proceedings.

This publication is a collection of reprints of recent articles of importance to the corporate lawyer, including pieces on general corporate law, securities regulation, antitrust and trade regulation, federal taxation, and patents.